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ABSTRACT 
By means of an eigenvector and eigenvalue of a real symmetric matrix A, a 
unitary matrix U is constructed such that U*AU deflates A and, moreover, the 
transformation preserves the bandstructure.’ 
1. POLAR TRANSFORMATION IN Iw” 
Every nonzero vector x=(xi)E Iw” can be written (see [l], p. 313) 
uniquely in the form 
x1 = rcoscp,, 
x, = r sin ‘pl cos ‘pz, 
xi = rsinq,. ’ . sinqj_,cosqi, 
x,_,=rsinrf~,.. . sinrp_,coscp,_,, 
x,= rsincp,. * . sinpg,_,sincp,_,, 
where O<qi <m, 1 <i (n-2, and O<cp,_,<2a. 
(1) 
‘The deflations in the “classical” books [2]-[S] and in the journal literature I know don’t 
have this property. 
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Let Z=(r,q+ ,..., cp,_,). Then (1) may be rewritten as x=f(Z). The 
Jacobian of the function f: H”+H” is a lower Hessenberg matrix with 
orthogonal columns. If we take r = 1 and normalize each column in this 
matrix to be of unit length, we get a unitary matrix U, whose elements are 
then trigonometric polynomials of the ‘pi’s. 
2. THE MATRIX U AND ITS PROPERTIES 
We give now an alternative, explicit definition for U and prove some of 
its features. 
For simplicity, let So : = sinqi and ci : = costpi. We introduce the vectors e, 
(ith column of the identity), and rZ,, where 
0 for k<i, 
'i for k=i, 
k-l 
Y 
-(k)=. n sc 
jci f k 
for i<k<n-1, 
n-1 
n si for k=n 
j=i 
if 1 <i <n - 1 and 4 = e,. Then y, the ith column of U, has the form 
q= -s. t_lei_l+ c,_~~Z~, 
For illustration, if n = 5, 
Cl - Sl 0 
SlC2 ClC2 - s2 
u= 
SlS2% c1s2c3 c2c3 
s1s2s3c4 c1s2s3c4 c2s3c4 
s1s2s3s4 c1s2s3s4 c2s3s4 
2<i<n. 
0 0 
0 0 
- s3 0 
c3c4 -s4 
c3s4 c4 
In the next lemma the principal properties of the matrix U will be 
formulated. For this, let Pi denote the operator of the orthogonal projection 
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LEMMA 1. 
(a) U is unitary. 
(b) piul=IT&s&i. 
(c) Piui = cj_ ,n\-,;s,t& if i > j. 
(The vacuous products are to be taken equal to 1.) 
Proof. Since (b) and (c) are simple consequences of the definition of the 
u,‘s, it is enough to prove that U is unitary. Now, lllzi/ = 1 is easy to prove by 
adding the quadratic sums of the components of 4 in reverse order. After 
this the result 
follows immediately. 
Let i<i. Then 
Here 
and 
i-2 
=cj-1 n skcj-1; 
k=j 
therefore (ui,uj) = 0. (In the case i = 1, c0 = 1 is to be taken.) n 
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3. THE DEFLATION 
Let x be a normalized eigenvector of a real symmetric matrix A, and 
Ax = Xx. The deflation of A by means of x can be realized in the following 
way. Let us write x in the form (l), i.e. we put ui = x. If si =0 for some i, 
then the numbers sj, i >i, are undefined. In order to make the representation 
(1) unique, we set ci = 1, i.e. si = 0 for j >i. 
Now, the first column ui generates the whole matrix U, for which the 
following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 1. The first column of the matrix A= UTAU is equal to Ae,. 
Proof. We have to prove that 
and 
a11 - =A 
ai,= 
for i > 1. The first statement follows from the fact that U, is an eigenvector of 
A: 
For the second we need the orthogonality of the ui’s as well: 
&=(Atc,,u,) =(ui,Au,) =A(ui,u,) =O. n 
4. BANDMATRICES 
DEFINITION. A E [w” x ” is a bandmatrix of width I iff aii = 0 for Ii - iI > 1. 
LEMMA 2. For a real bandmatrix A E iWx” of width 1 the equation 
Au, = Pi _ [__ lAui is true. 
Proof. The jth coordinate of AZ+ is Xz=lajkui(k). But u!~)=O for k <i -2 
and aik = 0 for k Z i + 2 + 1. Hence the sum is equal to Xi:\‘_ lajkuik), which is 
zero,ifi-l>j+Z,i.e.ifj<i-Z-l. n 
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THEOREM 2. The above deflution is bandstructure-invariant in the sense 
that if A is a real symmetric bandmatrix of the width 1, then the deflated 
matrix A is also a real symmetric bandmatrix with the same width 1. 
Proof. We will prove that Gii = 0 if i > j + 1 + 1. 
We have 
~ji=(Auj,~i)=(P,_l_,Aui,ui)=(Aui,Pj_l_,ui) 
i-I-2 
=ci-l II Sk<AUi>ci-l-l). 
k=i 
(2) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 1, 
i-1-2 
(3) 
We distinguish three cases. 
(a) s, _ r _ s # 0. Then, necessarily, Sk # 0, 1 G k < i - I- 2. Thus (3) implies 
(Au,,&_,) =O, and Gii=O. 
(b) ~~_~_a=0 and i>j+l+l. Then i-l-2>j and the factor si+_e 
occurs in (2); therefore Gii=O. 
(c) ~~_~_a=0 and i=j+l+l. In this case neither (A~,,ri,_~_,)=0 
follows from (3), nor si_ !_a occurs in (2). But now we can make use (again) 
of the bandstructure of A, by proving iEii= aii. Indeed, Zdi = ci_,(Aui,Ci). 
Here j-l=i-1-2; hence si_i = 0; therefore ci_ i = 1 and Ci = ei. Since i >I, 
Y = e, is also valid and the equation c?$ = (Aej, ei ) = aii = 0 holds in this case 
too. n 
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